Shaun Davies Appointed Australia Editor, BBC.com
Shaun Davies has been appointed Australia Editor, BBC.com, in charge of all Australian content on
the BBC News website and its related services and responsible for shaping the editorial direction of
the dedicated Australian news service on bbc.com.
Shaun is an experienced digital journalist and newsroom leader. He previously worked as Managing
Editor at ninemsn and led editorial coverage for Microsoft news products across six countries in
Southeast Asia. His work has appeared in most major Australian newspapers, including The
Australian, The Sunday Telegraph and the Sydney Morning Herald. Shaun speaks fluent Japanese
and most recently he worked as a PR consultant in Japan, where his clients included Uber and AOL
Platforms.
“I think every young journalist has dreamed of working at the BBC, so obviously I’m thrilled to take up
the role of Australian editor,” Shaun said. “This is a fascinating time for digital news in Australia and
I’m looking forward to helping carve a distinctive voice and position for the BBC in the market.”
Angus Foster, World Editor for the BBC News website, said: “We are very excited Shaun has joined
the BBC News website in Australia. He brings a wealth of experience of digital news, both in Australia
and Asia, and will help us develop our coverage of Australian news and current affairs.”
Shaun replaces outgoing editor Wendy Frew and will start in the Sydney office in December.
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Notes to Editors
BBC World News and BBC.com, the BBC's commercially funded international 24-hour English news
platforms, are owned and operated by BBC Global News Ltd. BBC World News television is available
in more than 200 countries and territories worldwide, and 433 million households and 1.8 million hotel
rooms. The channel's content is also available on 178 cruise ships, 53 airlines and 23 mobile phone

networks. BBC.com offers up-to-the minute international news and in-depth analysis for PCs, tablets
and mobile devices to more than 85 million unique browsers each month.

